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About This Game

Overview

Spy_Bugs is a flying game in which the protagonists are cyborg insects upgraded with high tech weapons. They can fly, land,
fire weapons and make special attacks, each insect is a different character with a specific weapon, special attack and specific

role. The player fights other insects in closed battlefields, like a human's house.

Background story

The year: 2023
There is a major corporation aiming to become the most important player in information control in the world. With the latest
technology they gather private and industrial data and then sell it to the highest bidder with absolutely no regards for privacy.

They are known as Cyberius Corporation.
On the other hand, former Cyberius employees created a group of freedom fighters and began a conflict to expose Cyberius for

what they truly are and protect people's privacy. These brave people are known as Hexotech.

The immediate response of Cyberius was to create micro drones. Using real insects, they started to genetically modify them and
then add weapons in order to infiltrate any kind of building, eliminate threats, gather information and get out undetected.

When Hexotech learned of this technology they started to create their own micro drones in order to fight back, secure private
data and sabotage Cyberius plans.

One of Hexotech's members managed to get the key to the insect modifications and they started to make their owns. However
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their goal is to secure all the data and sabotage Cyberius plans.

So the cold war for information began

Features

Insanely fast paced, action packed shooter.

Be a bug and act like a bug! You can fly and land everywhere in the map!

In-depth competitive multiplayer shooter with bugs that have specific roles!

Incredible special attacks that will blow your mind!

The only game in the world that a bug is actually a feature!

We have created the game but we want to include the features that are important to you, we will hear the community and
update/improve the game following your feedback! Further development we have planned:

Upgraded graphics and physics engine.

Community Developed Characters/Skins

New Maps Domestic & Urban environment

ELO Rating System

Divison Tiers

Thank you guys for you support!

Plans listed here are subject to change, we may add or remove features as seen fit during development process and
accordingly to community feedback.
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Title: Spy Bugs
Genre: Action, Massively Multiplayer, Early Access
Developer:
Digital Soul Games
Publisher:
TheGameWall Studios
Release Date: 26 Jun, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 32/64 bits or greater

Processor: i3 4150 3.5GHz / AMD FX-4350

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 650 / HD 7750

DirectX: Version 10

English,German,Italian,Russian,Portuguese,French,Turkish
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This game really surprised me. I was not expecting to love it as much as i have. This game is super addicting with a massive
weapon crafting system, Loads of different ships to fight and use, many basic type weapons to choose from. The game world is
massive with lots of factions to choose from with there own personal ships you can get that have there own special faction stats
that can completely change the way you play. I cant recommend this game enough.. Spectacular. One of the best free
experiences on VR. Experimenting with the different spells is fun a distraction that just begs to be a part of a full fledged game..
Está bien bueno. This satisfied me for some reason. Take my money.. Levels are unique, each time you complete them you feel
accomplished. Few levels weren't very straightforward, but that didn't ruin the experience.. I got this game for free, from a
giveaway from grabthegames.com
At first, this game looked very ♥♥♥♥♥♥ and not very fun.
After some playing I think it's a pretty fun game. The graphics are awful, and there are no walking animations for example. You
can hear other people using their knife from over 20 meters, that's unrealistic af. But the game is pretty fun for just derping
around with some friends. If you got this game for free, it's worth a try. If it's on sale, or if you buy it on♥♥♥♥♥for 20 cents,
it's worth it too. But don't spend 2 dollars on this game.

11/10. Yooooo!!

This game is awesome! I backed this on kickstarter because it reminded me so much of Power Stone that I had back in the day
for Dreamcast. I am happy to say that this is just as much fun as that was. I love the music, the combat an various attacks and
things. I hope they add in some more maps and fighters but so far I am not dissapointed in my purchase. Game is most assuredly
dope!
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The SJW version of Super Seducer.

Pathetic.. Pretty solid and fun Arcade-racing Game with good Graphics.

My only concern is the Soundtrack which doesnt really fit in.
Some licensed Songs with a mixture like the Motorstorm Soundtracks, and this would be a perfect game.
But yeah, so u have to turn down the game music and use the Steam-Player or Spotify or so.. Game Is a good PC port of a great
board game system.
If this game would be well mantained and expanded with more expansioas, then it would be one of the best PC board games.
Adding mod support, and this would be long lived sucessful game.

But it is abandoned.

Multiple game breaking bugs were never fixed.
There is a good chance that couple of cards will not work in game. E.g. Repair card never worked for me.
There are minor UI issues. E.g. units scaling incorectly.

Make a Hero System framework with DLC Campaigns and mod support, and this would be Huge IP on PC.. Put your Pedal to
the Metal for this one ladies and gentleman, here's a nice little racing gem for you in the form of IGNITE, this is part of the
summer sale for a whoppin' $2.50...and its well worth the value

Definitely an arcade racer @ heart with an emphasis on drifiting a la ridge racer, this game has a real excellent sense of speed,
when you hit the nitro, your going to go fast....very, very fast.
It also tries to be a destructive racer, which for all intensive purposes...isn't really all that destructive, your car does trade paint
and you see some scratches and scuff marks on the car but it never really gets damaged to the point where you need to pit stop
or their isn't any cinematic crashing that the burnout franchise is famous for, unless maybe these options come to you further
into the game as more stuff is unlocked

The game looks great and runs smooth, also has achievements and multiplayer...definitely worth checking out. This is... a really
fantastic experience for anyone that has the slightest appreciation for a murder mystery. It's a good story and script, with a
unique multi-faceted presentation, and multiple interwoven threads of intrigue that don't fully resolve until you've seen the show
from every angle.

It's a really intriguing experiment, and largely successful - I hope to see more experiences like this in future - although it isn't
without its rough edges. There are some performance issues, as well as issues with the timeline system. Some items can lose
sync with the actor they're paired with, and at least on a couple occasions, actors just disappeared off the timeline.

Additionally, jumping around between the actors can be a tedious process, find them, rewind until you get to the point where
you last left off.

Still, the annoyances are minor, and doesn't really hamper the overall experience. While it's not really the sort of thing that the
current demographic of early adopter VR users seem to be fawning over - it's nonetheless a highly recommended experience
that anyone that appreciates good art and theatre will find to be uniquely enriching.
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